**The Revolutionary Communist Party, USA**

1. **Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee of the RCP, USA. Speeches, interviews and statements.**

   Look to the Future: Prepare for Revolution! Excerpts from a speech on December 30, 1978 in the San Francisco Bay Area.

   This System Is Doomed! Has to be & It’s Great! Excerpts from May Day speech in Washington, D.C., May 3, 1979.


   Set Your Date to RCP. Interview on KDRA radio, Los Angeles, August 5, 1979.

   On Our Role in California. Excerpts from discussions in Logan, W. Va., and Chilicothe, Ohio, August 1979.

   After the Sentence of Power: Questions and answers, Madison, Wis., September 13, 1979.

   We Can Call Social Revolution. Discussion with African students in Madison, Wis., September 1979.

   Do We Have Here No Class Characters? Radio interview, Cleveland, Ohio, October 1979.


   Chairman #1 Annoys Big Apple. Interview on WNMC radio, New York, October 26.

   Twin City #2 Checks On Rebellion. Interview on WBAI radio, New York, October 28.


   1980 A Year of Revolutionary Historic Sequence. New Year Message.

   A Talk with Bob Avakian on the Current World Scene.


   Bob #2: The Triage of Commitments.

   Community Are Red. A letter from RCP Chairman Bob Avakian.

   The Red Avenger, a monthly of Bob Avakian.

   How Can We Apologize for Taking History Into Our Hands.

   Excerpts from a speech in Cleveland. Ohio. Excerpts from three parts.

   May First-Day to Join Those Forging the Future Statement by Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA.

   On the Battle for May 1st. Statement.

   Revolution Really Starts From This Decade and What Does May 1st Have to Do With It? A Talk by Bob Avakian.


   Corrinda Damani-Garner. Member of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA. Murdered Tuesday, April 22, 1980.

   From Police Aggers to Los Angeles While Building for May 1st: 1980 Statement by Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA.


   2. **Reports, Statements and Messages from the Central Committee of the RCP, USA.**


   Turn D.C. Upside-Down. A call for volunteers.

   The Propaganda and the Ugly Face in the Decade Ahead. Documents from the third plenary session of the Second Central Committee of the RCP, USA (unedited excerpt).

   Mailing List: Students in U.S. (E-mail: U.S. Stationery).


   Articles About the Revolutionary Communist Party and its Chairman

   Revolutionary Forces Take Stand: May Day Marks Close of Mass Mobilization. 3/7

   Party Chairman Interviewed.

   May Day Tape Shakes Up Assembly Line.

   Bob Avakian Revolutionary Communist Leader.

   Hold of a Dangerous Man: Chairman’s Speaking Tour Begins on West Coast.

   We Need This Party In Its Chairman.

   The System is Gonna Make Us F*ck! Only the RCP Can Make Us Win.

   The Word Is Out in the Chishin to Check Out Bob Avakian and the Message From the Revolutionary Communist Party.

   We Are the Party of the Future. 4th Anniversary, of the Founding of the RCP. 5/22.

   You’re down for it and so am I. A letter from a prisoner.

   $1,000,000 Fund Drive

   Workers Call for Support for Party Work.

   New Boxer Sheets Support for Revolution.

   Hot Fights Co: On All Over.

   Trains Murder Two West Coast.

   Workers Fight Wages to $1,000 Per Fund Drive.

   Red Wagon Day in Silicon Valley.

   And You Don’t Do Good to Crew Your Team (sister letter to 14/7).

   A Gold Chain to Break the Chains.

   524 Actions Check Out the BO. Asian American Resistance.

   Red Wagon at 11.

   Workers Debate the New Fund Drive.

   Power Takes Stock of the Future.

   You Just Have to Learn to Be a Thief.

   Bring In $1,000,000 Fund Drive to Finish Line.

   San Francisco: Artist Donates $1,000 Fund Drive.

   Contribute to the Million Dollar Fund Drive.

3. **Messages to the RCP from Communist and Revolutionary Parties and Organizations**

   May Day Message from Chairman of Indian Communist 2:8

   Message from the Revolutionary Communist Party of Chile.

   Message from the Communist Party of New Zealand.

   Message from the Italian Journal Correspondences.

   Message from U.S. M.I.L. Vice-Presidential Front.

   Message from the Danish Group, May 1980.

   Message from Union of Iranian Communists.

   Message from the Communist Party of Turkey (Marxist-Leninist).

   Message from Ceylon Communist Party.

   Message from Marxist-Leninist Organization of Canada.

   Message from the Nationalist Faction of Puerto Rico.

   Message from the League of Fighting Women in Iran.

   Message from the Reorganization Committee of the Communist Party of India (Marxist-Leninist).


   International May Day Message from Jamaican Revolutionary Committees.

   International May Day Message from Mao Tse-tung-Kendrick.

   International May Day Message from O.C.M.L. Voice of Proletarians.

   International May Day Message from Ceylon Communist Party.

   International May Day Message from Puerto Rican Nationalist Party, New York Branch.

   The REVOLUTIONARY WORKER and the Role of the Communist Press

   Create Public Opinion. Seek Power. 1:1

   New Revolutionary Worker Hits Streets. 2:10

   Revolutionary Worker Reported at Dead, 12:10.

   RW Takes On Death Threats at Ford. 13:10

   Network of Struggle: RW—An Organizer for Revolution. 13:12

   Revolutionary Worker Banned in Greenwich, N.C. 2:20

   A Daily Revolutionary Worker for D.C. 2:22

   Double Revolutionary Worker Distribution Night.

   A Toe In the Eye for the Revolutionary. The Newspaper... 22:10

   Bob Avakian: Revolutionist, Journalist, Intellectual. 23:10


   Now You’ve Got It In Your Hand.

   RW Networks Reach in the Screen. 34:10

   Kentucky Prisoner Writes on RW. May Day 37:8


   Letter from a Co-Coordinator. 39:9

   Victory to the 25,000 RW Syllis Bili. 51:6

   The Class Struggle in the U.S.

   Bob Avakian & the Mao Tse-tung Defenders (including the Secret Service plots against Bob Avakian)

   Party Chairman Interviewed. 4:8

   chew Out: Pardon. 11:1

   New RW Printed CONTENTS Operation vs. Massey’s “No More Blasphemy” Interview with Mao Tse-tung Defenders. 15:10.

   Now: 242 Years. 16:1

   Mao Delusionists Can Stress: Lawyers Guild Meeting. 26:12.

   L.A. rocks from Frame-up of Bob Avakian. 39:10

   China: Official Hoos ‘Read’ on U.S. Revolution. 17:11, 18:15

   Take the Revolutionary Future Into Your Hand—There’s Long—Officer. 21:12.

   L.A.上有内奸’s “Mao Liao.” 19:12


   Tom Hanks: Bob Avakian at Home. 25:10

   Turn D.C. Upside-Down (RCP call for volunteers).

   From the Revolutionary Communist Party of Germany.

   Free the Mao Tse-Tung Defenders: Defense Committee—Support. 26:12.

   Message from the Revolutionary Communist Party of Germany.

   Mother of Mao Tse-Tung Defenders Speaks Out. 26:2.

   Message from Communist Party of New Zealand.

   Message from the Stalinist Communist Movements International.
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Wear the Equipment, They’re the Team—North Dallas Forty (more review) 18:6

NFL: Acting Right on Black Dallas Forty Reprisals

Ration and the Popcon 24:9

Olympic Games: Jamaica’s Olympic Imperialists Allowed 37:4

Iranian Delegation members break out of official watch-locking in Tehran

Assamese Makers jump on “Awardee” NEC vs. Tatum

Reconnaissance at Lake Placid: Dale’s Running for Camp 4:4, 47:6

U.S. Superpower Super-bomb Winter Olympics 42:3

S.W. American Imperialists in Shifts of H-Bomb Warm Up 4:39

The Theoretical Struggle

Oh! A Great Crucial of Imperialism—24:12

Prosperity Death Warning: The Debate in the Decade Ahead (Documents from the third plenary session of the Second Central Committee of the CPSU, USA—unedited excerpts) 26:1, 27:6, 28:9

Partisanism and Imperialism
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The Philosophy of Humanism vs. Materialism
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Revolution in the U.S.: The Source of Revolution

The Change in the Steampipe: Capitalists’ Dirty Little Secret 16:14
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Letter to the Pontiff Crusade for Peace 21:4

In the November 1980 elections, the Communist Party USA published its election platform titled “On the Way to Victory.” The platform, which was published in four parts, covered a wide range of issues, including economic justice, social justice, and international solidarity. The platform called for the abolition of private property, the end of capitalist exploitation, and the establishment of a socialist economy. It also called for the end of the Cold War and the nuclear arms race, and for the establishment of a world free of imperialist domination. The platform also called for the protection of civil liberties and the advancement of women’s rights. The platform was endorsed by a majority of Communist Party USA members in 1980, and it played a role in the party’s efforts to build a mass movement for socialism.
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The Shah's Hatchets Executed as U.S. Rifles Mourn 1:2
Iran: Struggle Sharpens in Islamic Government 1:7
May Day Message from Union of Iranian Communists 2:8
Iran May Day: Guns in Hand 2:10
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The Thunder...And the Storm Begins (poetical) 3:13
Outrages: Resolution of U.S. Senate Resolution on Iran Executions—Butchers Cry "Blood" 4:2
"Death to U.S. Imperialism"—Iranian People Denounce Senate Resolution 5:1
Anti-Iranian Propaganda Blitz 5:2
Iran: Workers Answer Fugitive GM Exec 6:2
Troops Attack Arab Minority 6:2
SAVAK: The Only Way to Fly 6:3
Shah Slithers to New Hiding Place (WIS) 8:4
10,000 Demonstrate in Ahabad (WIS) 9:8
Bloody Intrigue in Kurdistan 10:5
Iran: Amnesia for Reaction 11:2
Iran's Draft Constitution: Lusty Phrases—Low Blows 13:3
Music Banned from Iran's Airwaves (WIS) 14:4
Iran: 100,000 Hit Press Gag 16:1
Report from Kurdistan 16:12
Kurdish Battle Grip 1:1
In the Streets with Iran's Revolutionsaries (Special to the RW) 17:12
War in the Hills of Kurdistan 18:1
The Rebel Kurds (Special to the RW) 18:12
SAVAK: Iran's "New" Secret Police 19:2
Iran's Revolutionary Left: Breaking New Ground (Special to the RW) 19:9
Khomeini-Bazargan Rivalry: U.S. Gov't. Approved 20:8
Talks with an Iranian Worker (Special to the RW) 23:6
Kurdish Rebels (WIS) 24:4
Remove Ugly Growth! Get Shah Out of U.S. Care! 25:2
Revolutionary Women of Iran (Special to the RW) 25:12
Kurdish Rebels Retake Mahabad (WIS) 26:13
Close Calls with an Iranian Communist (Special to the RW) 26:14
U.S. Imperialism Hands Off Iran 27:1
Iranian People Stand Firm Against Imperialism 28:1
U.S. Rules Rattle Safes at Iran 29:1
U.S.: Global Critics Howl "International Law" 30:1
Shah: U.S. Man for Decades 30:12
Shah Potato Gets Hotter for U.S. 31:1
Khomeini Refers to U.S. 31:7
Khomeini Pisses the "Great Piss" 31:7
Iran Crisis: Heightens Tensions in U.S. Bloc 32:3
Struggle, Intrigue in Tabriz 32:5
U.S. Coup in Iran 32:13
Iranian People Firm Against U.S.-Shah Manicures 33:5
Christmas Light (caption) 33:15
Embassy Spy Documents 33:14
First Hand from Iran (Special to the RW) 34:1
U.S. Gangsters Play the Numbers with Hostages 34:8
 Pope on Iran: Venom from the Vatican 34:6
Royal Harpies Fuzz the Press 34:17
U.S. Seeks Sanctions on Iran 35:6
First Hand from Iran, Part 2: Shah, SAVAK and the U.S. Press (Special to the RW) 35:14
Ex-Prisoner Interrogates His Torturer 35:15
Imperial Envy Gets Anti-American Welcome in Iran 36:3
First Hand from Iran, Part 3: Conclusion (Special to the RW) 36:14
Dog of Dogs Still on the Run 37:6
Iran's Latest Export—U.S. Newsmen 37:7
Close Encounters with an Imperialist Kind: Shah TV Interview 38:3
Hostage Lawyers Hired to Defend 7 38:6
Iran Election: A Bourgeois Thing 39:1
One Year Ago—Insurrection 40:14
Iran: From "Island of Stability" to Sea of Revolution 40:15
Bani Sadr Bending Over to U.S. 41:1
May Day in Iran 41:12
Plekts Thicken Among Embassy Students 42:3
"Honor" (poem by M. Amir-Aslani) 43:2
Iran Masses Not Impressed by U.N. Commission 43:13
Iran Bourgeois Grabs Hostages for U.S. 44:1
Iran Masses Win a Showdown 45:1
Parliamentary Elections in Iran 46:4
The Shah Shuttle: U.S. Colony to U.S. Colony 47:3
SAVAK Exposed 47:8
Another Rattle Over Hostages 48:1
Imperialist Spider Thrashes in its Web 49:2
The Armed Struggle in Kurdistan 50:4
U.S. Threatens Everyone-on Iran 50:6
U.S. Spying Disclosed—Hostages Begin Spilling Beans 50:6
Great Embassy Raid Goes Up in Smoke 51:4
Iranian Revolutionary Forces: Dery Gov't. Camphoun 51:4
Imperialists Drink Their Coup Plots in Iran 51:12
Iranian Masons: Revel! More: Secret Embassy Documents 51:12
(See also Iran and the Class Struggle in the U.S.)

Israel

New Israeli "Peace Offensive" (WIS) 1:6
New Israeli Settlement Sets Off Street Fighting 8:4
"Defensive" F-14s Bomb Refugee Camps. Shoot Down Syrian Planes (WIS) 10:4
Israel's "Lt. Calley" Gets Slip on Wrist (WIS) 12:14
Fake Tears from U.S. Over Israeli Raid (WIS) 14:5
Israel's Dayan Resigns 25:4

Turkey

Terrorism in Turkey 25:4
Workers Police Clash in Turkey 36:6
Revolt Erupts in Turkey 42:4
Grey Wolf Fascists Attack Anti-Fascist Turkish Workers in West Germany (WIS) 43:12

Other

Protests Sweep Sudan (WIS) 16:6
U.S. Diplomatic Scheming in Middle East 17:6
19 Year Old Palestinian Faces Execution 22:4
Jesse to PLO: Be a Lackey Like Me? 22:5
Palestinians Protest Arrests on West Bank 28:11
Saudi Arabia (WIS) 32:4
Extradition for Palestinian Fighter 33:2
Trouble on the Mid-East Express 38:5
Invading Army in Persian Gulf 41:2
Iraqi Kurds: More Trouble for Supersharks 45:8
Palestinian Fights Extradition 48:6

Other

U.S.-Portugal Treachery on Azores Islands (WIS) 9:8
Superpowers Line Up for Non-Aligned Confab 18:4
Blocs Collide at Non-Aligned Meeting 19:8
Contention on Ice: Superpowers in Antarctica 21:8
Letter from a Canadian Worker 23:6